APPENDIX XII

EDUCATION FOR JOURNALISM

1. Which of the following you think are the weaknesses of journalism education?
   a) Short availability of books
   b) Insufficient number of research journals
   c) Insufficient number of scholarships
   d) Insufficient financial resources
   e) Any other

2. Do you consider the duration of degree courses in journalism is sufficient?
   Yes/No

3. If not, what should be its duration?
   a) 2 years
   b) 3 years
   c) 4 years

4. Do you feel that some practical training is necessary in the degree courses?
   Yes/No

5. If yes, what should be its duration?
   a) 3 months
   b) 6 months
   c) Any other

6. Do the educational institutions for journalism emphasise on the observance of any code of ethic?
   Yes/No

7. If not, do you think that the persuasion of code of ethic is to be emphasised in journalism education?

8. Do you feel that journalism education in the universities does not touch upon the crucial practical aspects of the profession?

9. What is your opinion about the research work done in the journalism departments in the universities?
   Satisfactory/Just satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
10. Do you think the syllabi prescribed in the universities for the degree courses in journalism is satisfactory?
   Yes/No/Uncertain

11. What in your opinion are the major weaknesses in these courses?

12. How would you rate the standard of teaching staff in the departments of journalism in the universities?
   Satisfactory/Just satisfactory/Unsatisfactory

13. If you are to evaluate the standards of journalism education in the universities how would you rate it?
   Satisfactory/Just satisfactory/Unsatisfactory

Further comments on journalism education